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Letter 809
VISION-DREAM
1. VISION - Intercession
2. DREAM - Seal Team
2019-08-06
Dear Yeshua,
Saturday, 01 June 2019, 11AM.
Last night was a little different. As I was laying in bed trying to drift off to sleep, which was
about 9PM. I wasn’t asleep, but I drifted off into a vision.
But these things I don’t seem to have control over. I think it’s something the Lord Holy
Spirit leads me into for reasons which He knows and I later Kind out. But in this (I’ll call it a
lucid dream) which happened sometime between 9:30PM and 10PM (I was having some
high pain issues, which occurs with some frequency, and had taken a pain pill ), I was
laying in bed with my eyes closed trying to get past the pain so I could go to sleep, I slip into
this lucid dream.
IN THIS VISION:
I was walking down a hallway in a house (there were some other people in the house also),
when suddenly there was this weird looking guy, which really wasn’t a guy, so I’ll say a
demonic looking type spirit, who came up to my right side. I turn towards him, and we end
up being face to face, and almost nose to nose.
I “grill” and “door” him, so he gets grilled and doored to the Pit.
But in that brief moment of time when I was opposing him, standing against him, I pretty
much suffered the exact same symptoms that I would have if I had been in a dream
dreaming it.
END OF VISION.
Right after this vision I got sore, my pain level went up, I became troubled in spirit, and I
couldn’t get to sleep for hours.
It took me until about 1 AM to get to sleep. Before that I was up and down, and twice ate
food while watching TV in that time. I also had to take another pain pill sometime between
midnight and 1AM, which is a little too soon according to my prescription, but I really didn’t
have much of a choice if I wanted to get to sleep.
I Kinally did get back to sleep, but then I woke up sometime between 4:45 and 5AM. Right
before I woke up I had a dream. I was dreaming about an episode of the TV show Seal Team
(on CBS).
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I DREAMED THAT:
The Seal Team had been sent to apprehend an Afghanistan Crime Syndicate, called “The
Halani Family”, or something like that. I wanted to remember the name, so I kept going
over and over the details in my mind trying to accurately recall the name of the crime
family.
END OF DREAM.
After this dream, I actually felt rather rested when I woke up. But as of this moment (while
voice recording) I’m starting to feel tired again, and will need to take a pain pill and have a
nap.
The vision I experienced kept me awake for several hours, because I was wrestling with and
interceding against an enemy spirit of some kind. This demonic entity did not exactly look
like a man, but it did have humanoid features.
In my own experience in dreams and visions, your typical fallen angel will appear either
angelic or human, while the spirits who appear monstrous are demons.
There are exceptions to this. Lucifer/Satan himself, when I got a good look at him, had the
skin of a frog, while his two arch-angels, “Uday & Qusay”, were disKigured in their faces
because of the torture they received from the Devil in order to qualify to become his top
lieutenants in Hell.
I have never seen a fallen angel in a deceiving gloriKied (shining, light emitting) form*. I
think this is because of my relationship with the Lord Holy Spirit, Who is the Spirit of Truth.
So I see using His deKinition of terms, and if He deKines a fallen angel as “not gloriKied”, then
I’m not going to see them as gloriKied.
Those people who are being deceived, will be so deceived, and HR’a satanic minions can
appear to them as angels of light, but only to those who are being deceived.
Since I am not at present one of those being deceived, according to Scripture and by the
Power of the Lord Holy Spirit Himself, I have never seen a fallen angel manifest as an angel
of light. But I think one tried once, and failed. Satan also tried a few attempts at deceiving
me, but ultimately he failed**.
*I was however deceived for a period of time. See Letter 386 Volume 5-15.
**See Letter 386 Volume 5-15.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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